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Search Terms - REALLY Important

• Interview questions
  – “interview questions”

• Interview techniques
  – “interview techniques”

• Job interview
  – “job interview”

• Employment interviewing
  – “employment interviewing”
How a search might look –
Reading an E-book

Answering tough interview questions for dummies
by Rob Yeung

Language: English
Database: WorldCat

With this handy guide, you'll learn to breeze through tricky questions and accentuate your most impressive qualities. This updated second edition features a ten-step guide to having a great interview, ten tips for projecting confidence, ten techniques for trouble-shooting your job search, 200 tough sample interview questions with detailed advice and model answers, proven strategies to combat nerves, and guidelines.
Click on the Link

Also note
Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies
by Yeung, Rob

availability
Your institution has unlimited access to this book.

Available for Online Reading
16 Pages Remaining to Copy (of 16)
64 Pages Remaining to Print (of 64)

Available for Full Download
Check out for 14 days
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Bibliographic Info
TITLE Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies
CONTRIBUTOR Yeung, Rob
PUBLISHER For Dummies
DATE PUBLISHED November 2013
LANGUAGE English
PAGES 323
DOCUMENT TYPE Book
LC SUBJECT HEADINGS Employment interviewing.
Job hunting.
LC CALL NUMBER HF5549.5.16 .Y486 2014eb
DEWEY DECIMAL NUMBER 650.14
PRINT ISBN 9781118679944
Look for Trends

• Approaches change
  – May be based on new research
  – Human behavior
  – Workplace innovations
  – Team/collaborative
Limit to 2016
Peer-reviewed articles - 2016

1. Residents protest illegal interview questions
   by L Vogel
   Article: Peer-reviewed
   Language: English
   Publication: Canadian Medical Association Journal
   Database: CrossRef
   Libraries that own this item: Lawrence Technological University

5. The role of privacy invasion and fairness in understanding job applicant reactions to potential questions
   by Khaledoun I Ababneh; Mohammed A Al-Waqfi
   Article: Peer-reviewed
   Language: English
   Database: ABI/INFORM Complete
   Libraries that own this item: Lawrence Technological University

9. How to ace the most challenging job interview questions: avoid awkward moments during an interview questions in advance
   by Beth A Berk
   Article: Peer-reviewed
   Language: English
   Publication: Journal of Accountancy, v221 n2 (Feb 2016): 38(4)
   Database: LegalTrac
   Libraries that own this item: Lawrence Technological University
Another thought
Library Guides

LTU Library Guides will help you find the resources you need
We hope you enjoy using Library Guides!

A-Z Database List
Full list of databases the library subscribes to including trial access.
Go to A-Z List

Stay Current!
- Nature, International weekly journal of science
- Science / AAAS
- Discover
- Science News

Showing 26 Subjects
Display: Alphabetically

1. Architecture and Design
2. Art and Art History
3. Biosciences and Health
4. Career Resources

General

1. Humanities & Literature
2. Library Instruction
3. Management
4. Patents
5. Psychology
6. RefWorks/Citing Your Sources
Example – Business Source Complete


Subjects: RESEARCH; Information retrieval; Sustainable construction; Information technology; Knowledge acquisition (Expert systems); Information storage & retrieval systems

5. **Hiring: The interview.**

By: Clark, Jane. Fleet Owner Exclusive Insight. 1/17/2017, p1-1. 1p., Database: Business Source Complete

Subjects: Employment interviewing; Job applications; Interviewing -- Technique; Face-to-face communication; Respondents
Going Global

Find job/internship listings in English and in the local language of search country.

More than 16 million openings, updated daily.

Location

Michigan

Job Title

Skills or Keywords

*TIP: To find all opportunities, enter search terms in both the local language(s) and English.

Company Name

Job Type

- Internship
- Full-time
- Part-time
- Contract

More NGO/Non-Profit Listings
IDEALIST
DEVEK
Reference USA
Career & Resume Questions

- Contact the Office of Career Services
  - Link to OCS home page: https://www.ltu.edu/career_services/
  - Visit: Taubman – C404 | Email: ltuocs@ltu.edu
Questions

• Contact the Library
  – In person
  – Email refdesk@ltu.edu | Phone 248.204.3000